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 With privacy, we mean to protect people from discrimination and other social problems caused by sensitive information
disclosure. Our  work tries to achieve all the above goals by developing a privacy-preserving device-tracking solution called

(SPN). We build it on the end-to-end encrypted communication paradigm. A benefit of doing so is that by providing a
transparent and privacy-preserving service to the tracking system, we can extend the  system to a wide variety of user-facing
scenarios. From the communication view, we take a communication-centric approach, which starts with the communication
methods and the communication flows. Here, we provide a practical communication method in , and define an end-to-end

communication flow and an interactive session flow in . Furthermore,  proposes a traffic pattern to define the communication
flow, and we show that it is relevant to network operators. Finally, we suggest different ways to secure the  system in  and

discuss their security and privacy implications in . The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss the related work in .
In , we provide the communication-centric view of device-tracking system. In , we define the  system. We provide the

interactive session flow in , and define the traffic pattern in . We propose different ways to secure the  system in , and discuss
their security and privacy implications in . We review the open problems and present our conclusion in . Related Work

{#sec:rw} ============ We divide the related work into three categories. In the first category, we discuss the related work
on the security and privacy issues of the secure network traffic. In the second category, we discuss the related work on the

privacy-preserving device-tracking system. Finally, in the last category, we discuss the related work on device-tracking. The
Secure Network Traffic {#sec:snet} -------------------------- [**The Internet-of-Things (IoT)**]{} [@internetofthings2017; @s-
iot_2016] is a relatively new area of research which has attracted increasing attention recently. It aims at connecting billions of

connected devices to the Internet using wireless technologies.  propose to use the  framework to provide reliable IoT-based
sensor and actuator services to Internet-connected IoT devices. [**Secure multi-party computation

(SMC)**]{} [@brickell-2013] is one 82157476af
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